INVESTMENT PROGRAM

Forex without investments - is it real? Many traders,

trader. You gradually move ahead on stages of the

especially those who only begin the way of conquest of the

investment program, solving new issues and having the

currency market ask a similar question. It would seem, the

best opportunities.

answer is obvious: it is impossible to trade without money
… but on Forex market everything is possible!

3. You get proﬁt part of which remains to you, and the
other part comes back to FOREXstart.

There are some ways to earn on Forex, without spending a

The ratio "to whom - how much" depends on how far you

cent. For example, competitions on demo accounts. DC

are promoted on stages of the investment program.

FOREXstart oﬀers you competitions with a daily prize in
$3000, and also proposes a unique option with a good

Thus, the safe principle of mutually beneﬁcial cooperation

chance to everyone, regardless of qualiﬁcation and

is the cornerstone of the FOREXstart investment program:

experience of the auction: a special investment program.

you have a trade opportunity with withdrawal of funds
without investments, and DC - good percent from the

The investment program from DC
FOREXstart - one of ways to start
gaining income, without investing
money.
The essence of the investment program is very simple:
FOREXstart brings into your account $100 and $100 more -

money which you earned.
Even if you lost all money on the investment account - it is
not necessary to return it back. FOREXstart assumes all
risks.

Main reasons to choose
FOREXstart investment program:

for introduction of a unique promo code, so you get $200
(real) for carrying out trade operations.

1. The income from trade on Forex without investments

How does the investment program
work?

2. The income by partner program within the investment

1. FOREXstart gives you money - 2 accounts open in
parallel: investment (on which you receive money) and real
(from which you can withdraw proﬁt). If you already have a
real account, you shouldn't open it repeatedly.
2. You give trade orders: try, experiment or adhere to any
checked tactics, study trading or improve the skills of the
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